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Foreword
As part of the 40th anniversary of the Fulbright program in Japan in 1992,
several studies analyzing the impact of the program have been produced.
Ken Kondo, a Japanese alumnus, wrote The Other Side ofJapan-U.S. Relations: 40 Years of the Fulbright Program, which I understand is the first book
in Japanese describing the history of the program. The title refers to the fact
that the media in both countries write only about the negative aspects of
Japan-U.S. economic relations, neglecting to mention the solid foundation
of very positive relationships that exists on the personal level—to which the
Fulbright program has been a key contributor.
This is confirmed by the results of Professor Uyeki's unique current study
of Japanese and American alumni, which describes the profound impact the
Fulbright experience had on the alumni's views of their own country and their
host country. The study also compares the views of Fulbright alumni with those
of colleagues who have not spent substantial time in the host country and
finds that the colleagues who have not been Fulbrighters tend to hold more
extreme views of the other country than Fulbrighters, who have a better understanding of the positive and negative aspects of a society from the experience and knowledge gained while living abroad. An earlier study by
Professor Kobayashi of Kyoto University also confirmed the life-changing nature of the program on the Japanese alumni, both professionally and personally.
Such was my hope when I introduced the program after World War II. As I
have said many times since, I do not think educational exchange is certain

to produce affection between peoples, nor indeed do I think that is one of
its necessary purposes; it is quite enough if it contributes to the feeling of
a common humanity.
Although the Japanese Fulbrighters comprise only about 6,000 of the approximately 190,000 people throughout the world who have Fulbright grants, their
impact in Japanese society—and on Japan-U.S. relations—as leaders in education, business, government, the arts, journalism, and other fields has been
immeasurable. Their multiplier effect has been far greater in Japan's hierarchical society than one could expect in the United States. Since organizing themselves into 10 regional alumni associations in 1982 (the 30th
anniversary of the program), they have conducted a continuous fundraising
campaign to increase the number of American Fulbrighters to Japan as a
gesture of their indebtedness to the program. Through their efforts, they now
provide almost half the total number of annual grants to Americans each year.
Inspired by their example, alumni associations in other countries have begun similar activities, further multiplying the Fulbright impact.
American Fulbrighters to Japan are even less in number, comprising about
1,300. They are also concentrated in the academic and nonprofit sectors,
although increasingly more Americans from the private sector have been
provided Fulbright awards through the generosity of funds raised by Japanese
Fulbrighters. American Fulbrighters to Japan, also, in their own more individualistic ways, have made their influence felt with regard to clarifying and explaining the complexity of Japan-U.S. relations. The concentration of
American Fulbrighters in the academic world makes their influence more indirect, but also extensive.
This binational study of American and Japanese alumni is a valuable addition to the growing body of literature about the program, since it breaks new
ground in helping us better comprehend the process of mutual understanding that has become even more critical in recent years.
Senator J. William Fulbright

Introduction
This study of Japanese and American Fulbrighters results from the serendipitous coincidence of a number of events. My experiences as a Fulbright
lecturer at Hokkaido University in 1985 sensitized me to the complexities of
adjustment and adaptation that were necessary in the course of carrying on
my educational activities as well as in living in a country so different from
the United States. Further reading persuaded me that this process of intercultural adaptation would be an interesting topic to pursue. In 1989 I wrote
to the Executive Director of the Japan-United States Educational Commission, Ms. Caroline A. Matano Yang, to seek her assistance in a study of
Japanese Fulbrighters who had come to the United States. She replied that
as part of the 40th anniversary of the Fulbright Program in Japan in 1992,
she had been considering a bilateral study of both Japanese and American
Fulbrighters. She mentioned that at the initiative of the Institute of International Education (HE), Professor Tetsuya Kobayashi of Kyoto University and
his colleagues were conducting a survey of Japanese Fulbrighters as part
of a comparative study with German Fulbrighters (which was never conducted). Professor Kobayashi's study included graduate students who had been
supported through the GARIOA (Government Aid and Relief to Occupied
Areas) program from 1947 to 1951. The two study designs were complementary in objectives (see Appendix I for an abstract of the findings of Professor
Kobayashi's study). It was Professor Kobayashi's suggestion to include nonFulbrighters in this study for comparative purposes.
The final questionnaire was the result of extensive consultations with Caroline Yang, who organized the survey effort in Japan. Her staff translated the
1

questionnaire into Japanese. Mr. Takashi Yasumi, administrative officer, assisted with computer input of data, and Ms. Keiko Tohyama entered the
Japanese survey data and provided English translations of comments made
by the Japanese Fulbrighters.
On the American side, Professor Morell Heald provided wise counsel at all
stages of the project, particularly in the early stages of conceptualization.
Professor Ann Sherif was very helpful in consultations about questions appropriate for both American and Japanese Fulbrighters. Tracy Fedirko provided
sophisticated statistical analyses as well as suggestions for interpretations
of the findings that have greatly improved the analyses. Dean Suzanne Ferguson of Case Western Reserve University facilitated a semester sabbatical
in 1991 that permitted me to devote full time to this study at a crucial time
in the project. Ms. Peggy Blumenthal and associates at the HE in New York
City skillfully edited the manuscript.
Thus, this present bilateral study was conceived and carried out with the active support of Ms. Caroline Yang and funding by the Japan-United States
Educational Commission, with HE sharing in the publication costs. I want to
thank all these individuals and organizations for their assistance and support, which made it possible to finish this study in a timely fashion.
Finally, I want to thank all of the Japanese and American Fulbrighters who
took the time to respond conscientiously to the questionnaire and make comments. I know that some were skeptical that a survey could adequately convey the nuanced complexity of the Fulbright experience and its influence on
subsequent careers and lives. I hope that the analyses and interpretations
offered in the study fit with many of their own observations and evaluations
of the range and intensities of the Fulbright experience, and that each Fulbrighter can locate his/her own place within the patterns described for the
Japanese and American Fulbrighters.
Eugene S. Uyeki

I. A Study of Japanese
and American Fulbrighters
Introduction
This is a study of the experiences and present attitudes of Japanese and
American Fulbrighters who went to the United States and Japan during the
period 1951-90. The theoretical problem of interest is to understand the ways
in which individuals incorporate educational and related experiences in a
different society and culture into their own lives. Recipients of Fulbright grants
provide particularly appropriate subjects to study this process. All Fulbrighters were adults, socialized in their home countries—Japan or the United
States—who spent an important period of time in the host country undertaking graduate education, research, or teaching. They also interacted with persons outside the groups related specifically to their educational projects:
members of the public of the host society. The vast majority of Fulbrighters
have returned to their home countries to pursue their careers and live out
their private lives. Japan and the United States are quite different societies
whose destinies have been profoundly intertwined since Japan's defeat in
World War II and the American occupation, and are so in the present. The
relative positions of the two countries, however measured, have changed during the last half century, becoming closer to parity. Thus, a study of Japanese
and American Fulbrighters illuminates how intercultural educational experiences are incorporated by individuals in the context of changing historical relationships between two countries.
The Fulbright Program is an example of the international exchange of students. Many studies of the international exchange of students and scholars

are available (see bibliographies by Spencer and Awe, 1970; Von Klemperer,
1973; and Weaver, 1989). For materials about the Fulbright Program in general,
and specifically about exchanges with Japan, see The Fulbright Program: A
History (Johnson and Colligan, 1965, Ch. 13), the description of special country
programs in The Fulbright Experience and Academic Exchanges (Yang, 1987,
pp. 85-91), and essay accounts by American and Japanese Fulbrighters in
The Fulbright Experience, 1946-1986 (Dudden and Dynes, 1987, Chs. 8, 10,
26, 32, 33, 34).
International education is necessarily situated in the context of relations between two countries. The Useems stated this succinctly in their study of Indians who had studied in the United States and England:
Any appraisal of a social enterprise that straddles two or more cultures must take into account the expectations and assumptions of the
members of both societies. The aims of a foreign education cannot
be isolated from the environment in which they originate; they are related to economic, political, and educational conditions within a society, to the relationships between societies, and to changes in perspective in response to the dynamic processes of historical development (Useem and Useem, 1955, p. 12).
Similarly, a diplomat and former Fulbrighter, speaking in general about the
Fulbright Program observes that, "Each bilateral relationship has its own history and character, but by and large each is still either a giving or a getting
process, each covering a subtle mirror play of national pride and ambivalence" (Arndt, in Dudden and Dynes, 1987, p. 29). An example of the complexities and national sensitivities involved in the case of Japan and the United
States is summarized in a footnote about the 1979 agreement to place the
Japan-United States Fulbright program on a 50%-50°/o cost-sharing basis,
an agreement that does not mention the Fulbright Program:
The Japanese government could not logically agree to support half
of what is essentially a U.S. government program; thus there is no
mention of Fulbright exchanges. After the agreement was signed,
resulting in a change of the commission's name from "U.S. Educational Commission in Japan" to "Japan-U.S. Educational Commission," the Japanese agreed that for practical—honne—purposes,
"Fulbright Program" in parentheses could be used after the name
of the commission, since it was widely recognized in Japan. (Yang,
1987, pp. 86-87).
The bilateral historical situation has changed dramatically since the initiation of the Japan-United States Fulbright Exchange Program. At the beginning, Japan was a country recovering from the physical and psychological devastation of World War II and had just regained its sovereignty with the sign-

ing of the peace treaty with the United States. By the late 1980s, Japan had become a very powerful and important economic power, competitive with the
United States in many sectors. President Bush's trip to Japan in January 1992
with the chief executives of the three largest American automobile manufacturers—to persuade the Japanese to buy more American automotive products
—symbolized the inroads that Japanese productivity had made in a key American industry. Such differences in the power/prestige position of the two countries must have impacted on the expectations and experiences of sensitive,
sophisticated sojourners such as the Japanese and American Fulbrighters.
Soon after the occupation, the United States government instituted the
GARIOA program, and 1,047 Japanese went to the United States for graduate education (Yang, 1987; Schwantes, 1955; Bennett, Passin, and McKnight,
1958). With the initiation of the Japanese Fulbright Program in 1952, the GARIOA program was phased out. The motivations for most GARIOA and early
Japanese Fulbrighters were clear: They were going to the United States to
study and bring back skills to rebuild and modernize Japan. They were following in the footsteps of earlier generations of Japanese students who had
gone to Europe and the United States to acquire education useful to the development and modernization of Japan. Many Japanese Fulbrighters were
undoubtedly curious about the United States, the powerful country that had
defeated Japan decisively and through its occupation policy was determined
to change Japan into a peaceful democratic society. A few may have felt
alienated from Japanese society and were seeking experiences in a different society in order to explore new life styles.
The situation for American Fulbrighters was different. Their motivation was
a mixture of idealism (working for international peace) and specialist interest
in Japan. Later on, particularly for lecturers, other motivations, such as exploration of or immersion in a very different culture from that of the United
States, came into play.
A brief review of the literature on international exchange of students and scholars, particularly Fulbrighters, will provide a background for the present
research. Most studies use as a framework the sequential steps involved in
the international educational exchange process: selection, motivations, and
expectations of the graduate student/scholar; the sojourn experience; the
returnee experience; and impact on career and personal life. Comprehensive studies that consider all parts of this process are those of the Useems
(1955) on Indians who studied in the United States and England; MacGregor's
(1957) study of American Fulbright Research scholars and lecturers to India,
Egypt, and Iraq; Rose's (1976) study of several hundred American and for-

eign Fulbright-Hayes scholars who had gone to or come from East Asia and
the Pacific; Schwantes' (1955) historical study of Japanese students who went
to the United States; and the social-psychological study by Bennett, Passin,
and McKnight (1958), who organized their study of Japanese students in the
United States from 1918 to 1957 around the problem of national and personal
identity. Cora DuBois (1958) synthesized work done by other scholars on the
relations of American universities and world affairs. She developed a typology that followed the foreign student from the home country in terms of prearrival attitudes, the value configurations in America that faced the student,
and the stages of adjustment in the United States and upon return. She focused on an aspect of personal identity—self-esteem—seen to be psychologically anchored in a nation's status and an important factor in mediating
the sojourn experience. There is, importantly, an experience of contrast for
a person going to a foreign country for study or teaching that highlights
aspects of national identity (Bennett et al., 1958).
Differing motivations or goals of the graduate student or scholar are related
to adjustment during the sojourner's experience in these studies. For example, students with professional or pragmatic objectives, such as studying for
a degree, make better adjustments than those who went abroad because of
their alienation from their home country (DuBois, 1958; Bennett et al., 1958;
Schwantes, 1955). The younger the age of the sojourner, the greater the influence of the host country. Adjustment in the host country appears U-shaped
when charted, being better for those who stayed 6 to 18 months compared
to those who stayed a shorter or longer period of time (DuBois). Facility in
the language of the host country is important to adjustment.
There are differences according to the particular pair of countries involved
in the educational exchanges. The typical student goes from a country that
is authoritarian and patriarchal, with subordinate status for women, to a
Western society, usually Britain or the United States, that is democratic and
individualistic, with greater equality between the sexes (Useem and Useem,
1955). The net impact of such experiences result in changes in the outlook
of the sojourners.
There is exchange in the other direction as well. The general difficulties faced
by American researchers and lecturers who went to Egypt, Iraq, and India
were intensified for women students and scholars and wives of the Fulbrighters
(MacGregor, 1957). Schwantes (1955) and Bennett et al. (1958) describe the
difficulties faced by Japanese women students on their return from abroad.
The Useems, on the other hand, did not find that Indian women students had
any more difficulties in adjustment on their return than did the men. The im-

